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Process Flow 

Creation of Onshape Drawing Templates 

ISO 3rd Angle Projection 

 

Process: 

1. Within Onshape, create or open an existing simple part. 

 

2. Using the custom template option, select the desired ISO Paper Sheet Size, 3rd Angle 

Projection, and any other options you want, then create an Onshape drawing of the part. 

 

3. Use Onshape drawing tools, customize the Title Block.  As an example I: 

 

a. deleted the vertical line between “Date” and “Signature”, 

b. deleted the word “Signature”,  

c. added my initials into the “Name” column box (horizontally and vertically centred), 

d. added an actual date to the Date column box (horizontally and vertically centred), 

e. into the “Scale” box, entered the text “1:1 UOS” (horizontally and vertically centred), 

f. inserted dummy text into the “Weight”, “Material” and “Finish” boxes (horizontally 

and vertically centred), 

g. added my Company Name to the RH half of the box above the Title Box 

h. amended the angular tolerance to ±0.1°, 

i. changed “fractional” to General Tolerance of ±0.05 

 

4. Once satisfied, RMB on the Tab “Export to DWG” the drawing file to a desired location on 

your computer or network (I used my desktop). 

 

5. Use a 2D CAD program to open the exported”.dwg” file (I use Draftsight). 

 

6. If you want, use the 2D CAD program to manipulate the drawing further (like adding your 

company logo in the vacant area above “Title”). 

 

7. Save as a “.dwt” file (I used my desktop). 

 

8. Using Onshape, create a new (or open an existing) document and name it “3rd Angle ISO 

Drawing Templates_XXX where XXX = your desired file name.  I used my initials. 

 

9. Click to “+” menu in the lower LH corner and choose “Import” to import the saved “.dwt” 

file.  This will create a tab in the document containing the template. 

 

10. Repeat Steps 1 to 9 above for all templates you need.  For example, I created the following: 
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a. A4 Landscape Template_CJH.dwt 

b. A4 Portrait Template_CJH.dwt 

c. A4 Blank Template_CJH.dwt 

d. A3 Template_CJH.dwt 

 

11. The above amendments allow me to more efficiently and quickly create consistent drawings.  

All I have to do now is: 

 

a. Choose the desired drawing format from “My Templates” or “Created by me”. 

 

b. Double click on any text box and change the text like date, material, finish and scale, 

(these remain automatically horizontally and vertically centred, and retain the text font 

and size originally assigned). 

 

c. Copy, from the part studio, the part mass properties and paste it into the “Weight” text 

box. 

 

Things I observed: 

1. The custom A3 Template creates “zones” outside the border, despite choosing the default 

value of Zero.  A4 custom Templates do not create “zones” if the requested numbers are 

Zero.  I guess this is a bug. I manually amended my A3 Template by: 

 

a. In Onshape, creating a drawing of the template. (Do this by RMB on the Tab and 

choosing “Create Drawing of”) 

b. Manually selecting and deleting the zone letters, numbers and lines. 

c. Exporting the edited drawing as a “.dwg” to my desktop. 

d. Opening the exported file with Draftsight. 

e. From Draftsight I saved the file as a “.dwt” 

f. Open the templates document in Onshape. 

g. Use the “+” menu to reinsert the edited “.dwt” file. 

h. Delete the original template and drawing. 

i. Rename the Tab to “A3 Template_XXX” 

 

2. The current format does not support things functions like &[Date] and &[Time] used in Excel 

and Solidworks.  I use these functions to keep track of when I amended or printed a drawing.  

This is on my wish list. 

 

3. Because I am not familiar with AutoCAD, I could not manage to save a copy of my templates 

with an embedded Logo image.  I followed the help instructions from within Draftsight 

(AutoCAD clone), and could successfully insert a “.png” image, however the moment I 

clicked away from the image, it would disappear.  I think this is because the only option is to 

insert a “referenced” image and I need a permanent image. I would be grateful if an 

AutoCAD expert could demonstrate how to make the image stick. 
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